Installation:
Start with the FLAPS Control Panel in its Default position (FLAPS UP Position) then plug into an unused USB Port on your computer. The computer will automatically load the appropriate DRIVER Software.

For….
MS2002/MS2004/FSX
Goto: Settings window → With Flaps Control Panel in “UP” position, flip down 1 position. Then program to:
**Flaps Extent increments** – Flip Flaps Control Panel up 1 position. Then program to: **Flaps Retract increments**

For….
X-Plane
Goto: Advanced Button Window → Control Surfaces
With Flaps Control Panel in “UP” position, flip DOWN 1 position. Then set to: **Flaps DOWN**
Flip Flaps Control Panel “UP” 1 position. Then set to: **Flaps UP**

For international shipments, DTA might be required to disassemble the FLAPS Controller so it might fit into a smaller box. Reassembly requires to reinstall 4 screws and the plastic knob. The 2 large screws fasten the 4 position lever switch to the Faceplate (BLACK Mark on switch is located to TOP of faceplate); the 2 smaller screws attach the pc board to the faceplate. The knob is just placed on the lever switch’s handle.